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Zed-Services™ are Zed-Axis’s after-sales service which involves Zed-Services™ are Zed-Axis’s after-sales service which involves repairrepair
managementmanagement, inventory management, and warranty management, inventory management, and warranty management
system that maintains the daily functioning of the service departmentsystem that maintains the daily functioning of the service department
of the organizations.of the organizations.
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Zed-AxisZed-Axis provides business owners  provides business owners high-end business intelligencehigh-end business intelligence
softwaresoftware which is actually designed to find out, identify and transform which is actually designed to find out, identify and transform
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the information for the business intelligence. Our business intelligencethe information for the business intelligence. Our business intelligence
software provides history, running and futuristic view of businesssoftware provides history, running and futuristic view of business
operations. To figure out the full details of a product from the phase ofoperations. To figure out the full details of a product from the phase of
inventory and to maintain the whole product data, Businessinventory and to maintain the whole product data, Business
Intelligence Software Solutions in India are adapted. Our softwareIntelligence Software Solutions in India are adapted. Our software
assists multiple types of businesses in measuring and expanding theassists multiple types of businesses in measuring and expanding the
production of the company’s goods. Business intelligence Software byproduction of the company’s goods. Business intelligence Software by
Zed-Axis allows reputed organizations to keep their company’s overallZed-Axis allows reputed organizations to keep their company’s overall
information and data associated with their inventory and anytimeinformation and data associated with their inventory and anytime
identify the details of their product from production stage. identify the details of their product from production stage. OurOur
softwaresoftware has been proven as an advantageous element to various has been proven as an advantageous element to various
companies because it has shown them excellent results and helped incompanies because it has shown them excellent results and helped in
the growth of their business and achieving the organizational goalthe growth of their business and achieving the organizational goal
more quickly.more quickly.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/zed-axis-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/zed-axis-
technologies-pvt-ltd-7448technologies-pvt-ltd-7448
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